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This document covers weeks 3 and 4 of the FutureLearn course 
 

One-sided communication and the 

MPI shared memory interface 
Learn about one-sided communication and shared memory in MPI 

programming. 
 

 
 

Discover the advantages of one-sided communication and use of shared 

memory in parallel programming! 

Message Passing Interface (MPI) is a key standard for parallel computing architectures. 

In this course, you will learn essential concepts of one-sided communication and shared 

memory in MPI, as well as the advantages of this methods. 

 

You will learn the details of how exactly MPI works, as well how to use Remote Memory 

Access (RMA) routines. Examples, exercises, and tests will be used to help you learn 

and explore. 

 

What topics will you cover? 

 MPI one-sided communication 

 Window creation and allocation 

 Remote Memory Access (RMA) routines 

 Synchronization calls 

 Shared memory within MPI 

 Fast synchronization for MPI shared memory 

 Examples and exercises 

 

Who developed the course? 

This course was developed by ASTRON, HLRS and SURF together with PRACE. 
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The Partnership for Advanced Computing in Europe (PRACE) is an international non-

profit association whose mission is to enable high-impact scientific discovery and 

engineering research and development across all disciplines by offering world class 

computing and data management resources and services. 

 

Who is the course for? 

This course is for anyone familiar with MPI who wants to learn to program using one-

sided communication and MPI shared memory. 

 

What software or tools do you need? 

To take this course you do not need a supercomputer – just an MPI environment on your 

laptop or computer. 

 

Hours per week: 4   

 

Hashtag: #MPIonesided 

 

 

 

 

Learning outcomes - what will you achieve? 

 

By the end of the course, you will be able to: 

 

 Apply MPI one-sided communication to your communication patterns in your MPI 

applications 

 Explain the main advantages and disadvantages of MPI one-sided 

communication and MPI shared memory 

 Design your program using methods of MPI communication that prevent 

deadlocks and ensure a correct program 

 Improve scalability by substituting non-scalable solutions with scalable one-sided 

approaches 

 

 

 

Handouts for this course? 

Please use these two documents weeks 1-2 (one-sided communication) and weeks 3-4 

(MPI shared memory interface) (this document) for your notes. 

Our trailer video gives a (very) short introduction to the course contents: 

https://fs.hlrs.de/projects/par/mooc/mooc2/trailer-onesided-and-shm_mooc.mp4  

 

  

https://fs.hlrs.de/projects/par/mooc/mooc-2/mooc2-week1-2.pdf
https://fs.hlrs.de/projects/par/mooc/mooc-2/mooc2-week3-4.pdf
https://fs.hlrs.de/projects/par/mooc/mooc-2/mooc2-week3-4.pdf
https://fs.hlrs.de/projects/par/mooc/mooc2/trailer-onesided-and-shm_mooc.mp4
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Week 3: MPI Shared Memory – principles and how to use 

Introduction to MPI shared memory 

programming 

In this activity, you will learn the principles of MPI 

shared memory programming. 

 

Step 3.1 MPI shared memory 

We will now start with MPI Shared Memory One-sided Communication. Since MPI-

3.0, MPI has its own shared memory programming model. So if we need to do 

shared memory programming on clusters of shared memory nodes, we can do this 

also with MPI shared memory support. Here we will learn how this works technically. 

In principle, when programming clusters of shared memory nodes, one can use 

hybrid programming: MPI communication between the nodes and shared memory 

programming with OpenMP within each node. This means, we have multithreaded 

MPI processes and only one MPI process per shared memory node. An alternative is 

to use pure MPI, i.e., one MPI per core, but using MPI shared memory within the 

shared memory nodes to save memory space and communication time. 

  

Step 3.2 Overview of MPI shared memory 

The following list shows the key issues for using MPI shared memory: 

1. Split main communicator into shared memory islands 

– MPI_Comm_split_type 

2. Define a shared memory window on each island 

– MPI_Win_allocate_shared  

– Result (by default):   

contiguous array, directly accessible by all processes of the island 

3. Accesses and synchronization 

– Normal assignments and expressions 

– No MPI_Put/Get ! 

– Normal MPI one-sided synchronization, e.g., MPI_Win_fence 

First, we need to split our original communicator with MPI_Comm_split_type into 

shared memory islands, because only the processes that have physical shared 

memory together can produce a shared memory window.  
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Second, we have to call MPI_Win_allocate_shared. Of course, only the processes 

that are together in a shared memory island can call this routine collectively. It behaves 

like MPI_Win_allocate from Steps 1.10 and 2.1, but by default, you get all your 

windows combined to one (long) contiguous array. Later, you will see another method 

where the array is not contiguous, and typically uses several physical memories within 

a cc-NUMA node.  

Third, with this approach you can access the shared memory directly from all 

processes with normal language assignments (i.e., C and Fortran assignments) or 

expressions, terms etc. to load or store data. The use of MPI_Put or MPI_Get here is 

absolutely unnecessary. In fact, what your Fortran or C compiler produces is 

significantly faster than if you call a library routine like MPI_Put or MPI_Get. 

However, avoiding race conditions is still your responsibility. For that you need 

synchronizations. One possibility is to use normal one-sided synchronizations, for 

example MPI_Win_fence. 

Caution:  

 Memory may already be completely pinned to the physical memory of the 

process with rank 0, i.e. the first touch rule (as in OpenMP) does not apply! 

 First touch rule: a memory page is pinned to the physical memory of the 

processor that first writes a byte into the page.  

At this point the first warning: with your Win_allocate_shared you will typically get a 

memory that may already be completely pinned in the hardware. This means that the 

affinity of a memory chunk to a given process will not be determined by the first access 

to it (i.e. the so-called first-touch rule, which is typically valid with OpenMP, does not 

apply here). 
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Programming opportunities with MPI 

shared memory 

Where are typical usage areas for MPI shared memory 

programming? 

 

Step 3.3 Why MPI shared memory? 

So what is MPI shared memory actually for? There are several usage areas: One is 

for applications with "replicated data." Another possibility is the reduction of 

communication overhead within shared memory nodes. 

 

One main target are applications with "replicated data": 

You may have some data [1][2] in your MPI application that is not distributed, 

because every process needs this data to combine it with data in its subdomain. In 

those cases, you must deal with the fact that this replicated data has to be located 

everywhere and therefore basically fills up your memory.   

[3] If you now have your [4] replicated data only once per shared memory node as an 

alternative, then you can significantly reduce the total memory consumption. Having 

4 cores on a node may not seem a lot, but if you have 128 cores on your shared 

R R R 

MPI-3.0 shared memory can be used  
to significantly reduce the memory needs for replicated data. 

R R 

R R 

R R 

R R 

R R 

R R 

R = Replicated data 
in each MPI process 

Example: 
Cluster of 3 SMP nodes 
without using MPI  
shared memory methods   

R = Shared memory 
 replicated data 
 only once within 

     each SMP node 

Using MPI  
shared memory methods   

Direct loads & stores, 
no library calls 

Programming opportunities with MPI shared memory: 
 1) Reducing memory space for replicated data 

[1] 

[2] 

[3] 

[4] 

[4] 

[1] [1] 

[1] 

©2020, Rolf Rabenseifner (HLRS) 
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memory node, then you could reduce the total memory consumption for this 

replicated data by a factor of 128. And there are some applications that have a 

serious scaling problem precisely because of such replicated data: you can't get 

them to run on more processes because in principle these replicated data will 

overflow memory. Therefore, this is a prime application for the MPI-3.0 shared 

memory interface.  

 

 

 

Step 3.4 Other programming opportunities  

The second use case is the reduction of any communication overhead within shared 

memory nodes, e.g., instead of 2 or 1 data copies within your MPI_Send and 

MPI_Recv routines, one may program 1 copy by the application into or from a shared 

memory, or just zero copying by directly accessing the neighbor’s data.  

 

Of course you can use this shared memory interface for any other purpose.   

[1][2] For example: halo communication. This halo communication [3] is between the 

MPI processes within a shared memory node. [4] And this is the halo communication 

between the shared-memory nodes. From the point of view of your MPI application, 

Programming opportunities with MPI shared memory: 
 2) Hybrid shared/cluster programming models 

MPI inter-node communication 
MPI intra-node communication 
Intra-node direct Fortran/C copy 
Intra-node direct neighbor access 

1 SMP node with 4 cores 

©2020, Rolf Rabenseifner (HLRS) 

• MPI on each core (not hybrid) 

 Halos between all cores 

 MPI uses internally shared memory and  
cluster communication protocols 

• MPI+OpenMP 

 Multi-threaded MPI processes 

 Halos communica. only between MPI 
processes 

• MPI cluster communication + MPI shared memory 
communication  

 Same as “MPI on each core”, but 

 within the shared memory nodes,  
halo communication through direct 
copying  
with C or Fortran statements 

• MPI cluster comm. + MPI shared memory access 

 Similar to “MPI+OpenMP”, but 

 shared memory programming through  
work-sharing between the MPI processes  
within each SMP node 

[1] [2] 
[3] [4] 

[5] 
[6] 

[7] 

[5] 

[8] 

[9] 

[10] 

[7] 

[9] 
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you do not see any difference. However, [3] here the MPI library of course uses 

completely different technical methods than [4] there. [4] Here it goes over the cable, 

whereas [3] there it goes over internal shared memory pages.   

[5] The alternative would be hybrid programming MPI+OpenMP. Here you have only 

one MPI process, which is four times multi-threaded inside and which makes a 

corresponding halo exchange only via the master thread [6]. 

[7] And what are the alternatives? One example is to [8] easily replace this halo 

communication here with shared memory copies by simply putting the yellow halos 

into shared memory.  

[9] Or you can simply decide that you don’t need any halos, and [10] you can access 

your neighbor's data directly.  

One of the main advantages of the MPI-shared-memory model over the OpenMP 

shared-memory model is that you still have MPI processes, so you never have any 

problem with any library routine for which you have to require thread safety, because 

there are no threads.  
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Contiguous shared memory programming 

– how to 

In this section, you will learn how to allocate a shared 

memory window, how to store data and how to access 

it using different processes and with some 

synchronization in between. 

Step 3.5 How to spilt a communicator and to allocate a shared memory? 

How does it technically work? In this step, you first split the given communicator in its 

shared memory islands. Then your processes of each island together allocate a 

shared memory window. 

 

The first thing you have to do is to call [1] MPI_Comm_split_type. With this, you split 

your communicator into [2] sub-communicators, one communicator per shared 

memory node. The first input argument is the old [3] communicator, which is the red 

communicator [4] where all the processes are, typically MPI_COMM_WORLD. The 

next input is the constant MPI_COMM_TYPE_SHARED [5], which indicates that the 

communicator will be split into shared memory islands. Then comes a key-value 

argument, which is typically zero [6]. Zero means that the ranks in the new 

communicator are in the same order as in the old communicator. [7] Of course, the 

ranks must always go from zero to size-1. [8] As info argument, you simply set 

MPI_Aint /*IN*/ local_window_count=10;     double /*OUT*/  *base_ptr;   

MPI_Comm  comm_all,  comm_sm; int  my_rank_all,  my_rank_sm,  size_sm,  disp_unit;  

MPI_Comm_rank (comm_all, &my_rank_all); 

MPI_Comm_split_type (    comm_all,     MPI_COMM_TYPE_SHARED, 0, 
                                            MPI_INFO_NULL,     &comm_sm); 

MPI_Comm_rank (comm_sm, &my_rank_sm);  MPI_Comm_size (comm_sm, &size_sm); 

disp_unit = sizeof(double);  /* shared memory should contain doubles */ 

MPI_Win_allocate_shared (      local_window_count *       disp_unit,  disp_unit,  MPI_INFO_NULL, 

                                                         comm_sm,      &base_ptr,      &win_sm);   

Sequence in comm_sm as 
in  comm_all 

[3] [1] [5] [6] 

[8] [9] 

[10] [11] [13] 

[14] [15] [19] 

    0     1     2     3        4     5     6     7       8     9   10   11     12   13   14   15  …      my_rank_all 

Splitting the communicator &  
                              contiguous shared memory allocation 

MPI process 

Sub-communicator 
comm_sm 
for one SMP node 

local_window_count 
doubles 

base_ptr 

comm_all 
[4] 

[12] Contiguous shared memory window within each SMP node 

    0     1     2     3      
     my_rank_sm 

    0     1     2     3      
     my_rank_sm 

    0     1     2     3      
     my_rank_sm 

    0     1     2     3      
     my_rank_sm 

[2] [2] [2] [2] 
[7] 

… 

In Fortran, MPI-3.0/3.1, page 341/339, Examples 8.1 (and 8.2) show how to convert buf_ptr into a usable array a. 
This mapping is based on a sequential ranking of the SMP nodes in comm_all. 

[16] [17] 

[18] 
[20] 

©2020, Rolf Rabenseifner (HLRS) 
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MPI_INFO_NULL, and then the [9] new shared memory communicators come out. 

The shared memory communicators are just new communicators, but we know that 

all the processes there have shared memory underneath. 

The next call is [10] MPI_Win_allocate_shared. For each process, one must decide 

the size of the shared memory window portion. It is in bytes. Here in the example, the 

green local_window_count in every process [11][12], for example ten elements, is 

multiplied by the [13] displacement unit. If the window elements are of type double 

precision, then this displacement would be 8. After this, the displacement unit and an 

info argument (here again MPI_INFO_NULL) are input arguments, and as the last 

one, [14] the new shared memory communicator. We obtain the variable [15] base-

address-pointer with the address of where the window is [16] as output from this 

routine. Each process has [17] its address pointer pointing [18] to its window-portion, 

and [19] the window handle is returned in win_sm. With this, we have learned that 

these green portions, [20] with, for example 10 elements each, are glued together to 

a long array with 40 elements for 4 processes. 
 
 

 

Step 3.6 Essentials about an MPI shared memory window 

The following list shows the essentials of an MPI shared memory window: 

• The allocated shared memory is contiguous across process ranks, 

i.e., the first byte of rank i starts right after the last byte of rank i-1. 

• Processes can calculate remote addresses’ offsets with local information only. 

• Remote accesses through load/store operations, 
i.e., without MPI RMA operations (MPI_Get/Put, …)  

• Although each process in comm_sm accesses the same physical memory, 
the virtual start address of the whole array may be different in all processes! 

 linked lists only with offsets in a shared array,  
 but not with binary pointer addresses! 

Having created a consecutive array implies that the first byte of rank i comes directly 

after the last byte of rank i-1. This means that a given process can normally calculate 

all addresses, where the elements of its neighboring processes are, directly by local 

address calculations, assuming that all processes have the same number of 

elements. Therefore, each process can access all data from all other processes. As a 

result, it is not necessary to do any RMA calls like MPI_Get or MPI_Put: you simply 

use the very normal load and store operations from your programming language. 

But this MPI shared memory differs drastically in one point from OpenMP shared 

memory: an MPI shared memory and an OpenMP shared memory are both physical 

shared memory, but in OpenMP the start of this shared memory is in the same place. 

If you go to the start address of all shared memory and look from the perspective of 

all threads in OpenMP, the start could be e.g. the virtual address 70.000. However, 

with MPI we don't have operating system threads, but processes, and each process 

has its own conversion from virtual address to physical address. This implies that, for 
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a given MPI process, the start address of the shared memory might be at position 

70.000, but for another MPI process, this is at the virtual address 30.000. 

Considering the case where you would like to create a linked list in this shared 

memory and write pointers to it, e.g. letting process 0 create a pointer address with 

the ampersand operator in C, then the start address would be set to 70.000. If you 

point to the second element, which would mean to get the address 70.008, and now 

you read this address in the other process, where the virtual address starts at 

30.000, then the address 70.008 would be completely outside of the memory range 

of the array, and therefore this may cause a segmentation fault. 

So how do you fix this? In this case, the solution is relatively simple: you can do it like 

Fortran programmers did 40 years ago. For example, if you have some structures, 

you can simply define the linked list as an array of these structures, and refer to them 

using indexes inside this array. As a result, if you now want to refer to the structure 

located at address 70.008, you don’t use the address value 70.008, but the array 

location 3 or array location 1 depending on the corresponding process. As the 

indexes in an array are of course completely independent of their virtual addresses, 

then everything works fine.  

• Window size == zero    no base pointer is returned ! 

If a process does not define a positive window size, then this process will not get a 

base pointer and is therefore also not able to access the window portions of the other 

processes. To resolve this problem, we will learn later how to retrieve the base 

pointer to the window portion of any process (in Step 3.12). But first, we want to look 

at how to access the data in our shared memory.  

 

 

 

Step 3.7 How to access an MPI shared memory?  

Any access to a shared memory must of course be protected by synchronizations, 

see steps 1.9, 1.12, 1.15 and 2.3-5. This step shows an example of two epochs. In 

the first one, each process writes data in its own shared memory portion. In the 

second epoch, each process reads data from its left and right neighbor process. 
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In order to access the shared memory in a safe way, we have to use 

synchronizations [1], such as MPI_Win_fence in the present example. This 

represents the easiest synchronization method: after the fence call, the area of local 

stores [2] can be referenced safely, and each process –for example [3] process 1 – 

now writes something in its [4] green area. Again an [5] MPI_Win_fence is required to 

start the remote access epoch. For example, the processes now write out the 

neighboring values [6] here, that is, the right most element from the left neighbor or 

[7] the left most element from the right neighbor. This means that process 1 now 

writes out this value [8], which is then [9] base_ptr[-1] and [3] this process also writes 

out [10] this value, that would be [11] base_ptr[local_window_count], considering that 

the local elements per process go from 0 to local_window_count-1. You can also 

decide that [13-15] all the processes (1, 2 and so on) specify “0” as 

local_window_count, and thus only [12] the first process would own the whole array. 

This would be useful to represent the model of replicated data, where every process 

wants to have exactly the same view on the replicated data. However, with this it 

would be necessary to call a special query routine, so that the other processes [13-

15] with rank 1 and larger will get a pointer to the start [16] of the whole window.  

 

Step 3.8 Discussion: MPI shared memory versus OpenMP 

Please discuss with your fellow learners when you would prefer MPI shared memory 

usage within shared memory nodes, and when you would prefer hybrid 

MPI+OpenMP programming. 

MPI_Aint /*IN*/ local_window_count; double /*OUT*/  *base_ptr; 

MPI_Win_allocate_shared (local_window_count*disp_unit,  disp_unit,  MPI_INFO_NULL, 

                                                   comm_sm,  &base_ptr,  &win_sm);  

MPI_Win_fence (0, win_sm);  /*local store epoch can start*/ 

for (i=0; i<local_window_count; i++)  base_ptr[i] = … /* fill values into local portion */ 

MPI_Win_fence (0, win_sm);  /* local stores are finished, remote load epoch can start */ 

if (my_rank_sm > 0) printf("left neighbor’s rightmost value = %lf \n", base_ptr[-1] ); 

if (my_rank_sm < size_sm-1) printf("right neighbor’s leftmost value = %lf \n", 

              base_ptr[local_window_count] ); 

    0     1     2     3        4     5     6     7       8     9   10   11     12   13   14   15  …      my_rank_all 

0     1     2     3      
my_rank_sm 

0     1     2     3      
my_rank_sm 

0     1     2     3      
my_rank_sm 

0     1     2     3      
my_rank_sm 

… 

MPI process 
Sub-communi-
cator for one 
SMP node 

base_ptr 

Contiguous shared memory window within each SMP node local_window_count 
doubles 

Direct load access 
to remote window 

portion 

Direct load access 
to remote window 

portion 

Local stores 

In Fortran, before and after the synchronization, on must add:  CALL MPI_F_SYNC_REG (buffer) 
to guarantee that register copies of buffer are written back to memory, respectively read again from memory. 

The buffer should be declared as ASNCHRONOUS, see course Chapter 10, slide “Fortran Problems with 1-Sided”.  

Shared memory access example 

©2020, Rolf Rabenseifner (HLRS) 
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[6] 

[11] 

[9] 

Synchroni- 
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[2]– 
Synchroni- 

zation 

[1] 

[5] 

[7] 

[3] 

[8] [10] 

[13] 

[16] 

[14] [15] [12] 
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Alternative: NUMA domains and non-

contiguous shared memory 

Often, the shared memory islands are ccNUMA nodes. 

Their memory consists of several independent NUMA 

domains, often with faster memory access within such 

NUMA domains compared to across NUMA domains. 

How can you address this issue? 

Step 3.9 NUMA aware alternatives  

Using MPI_Comm_split_type (… MPI_COMM_TYPE_SHARED …) usually gives you 

all processes that belong to a ccNUMA node. Such a ccNUMA node can consist of 

several CPUs and each CPU may have several dies. Each such CPU or die may 

have its own independent memory, called NUMA domains. The access from each die 

or CPU to its own NUMA domain memory may be significantly faster than the access 

to the other NUMA domains within one ccNUMA node. 

Consequently, each MPI process on a core may want to access mainly its own 

NUMA domain memory. 

There are two major approaches: 

1. To split the shared memory window into independent portions using an 

“alloc_shared_noncontig” info handle. With this, the MPI library can allocate 

the shared memory for each MPI process on its NUMA domain memory. In the 

next three steps, you will learn about this method. This method is also useful 

to prevent cache-line false sharing, i.e., that no two processes regularly write 

and read different variables but in the same cache line (see also Step 4.11). 

Be aware that in the 3rd step, you will learn about MPI_Win_shared_query 

which, in other situations, is also a helpful procedure, especially for the 

questions in the next discussion step.  

2. With the second approach, you will further split the ccNUMA islands into 

smaller groups of processes, e.g., all processes of a NUMA domain. 

The second method does not prevent cache-line false sharing. In some cases 

therefore, the use of both methods may be optimal. 
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Step 3.10 Alternative: Non-contiguous shared memory  

The following list shows the essentials of non-contiguous shared memory windows:  

• Using info key "alloc_shared_noncontig“ 

• MPI library can put processes’ window portions 

– on page boundaries, 

• (internally, e.g., only one OS shared memory segment with 

some unused padding zones) 

– into the local ccNUMA memory domain + page boundaries 

• (internally, e.g., each window portion is one OS shared 

memory segment) 

• Pro: Faster local data accesses especially on ccNUMA nodes 

• Con: Higher programming effort for neighbor accesses: 

MPI_Win_shared_query 

As an alternative to the definition of contiguous shared memory, it is also possible to 

create non-contiguous shared memory. This option can be activated by using a 

specific info handle that requests it. This type of shared memory can have real 

performance advantages. For example, because the different memories are now 

effectively used and there is no cache-line false sharing at the borders, in principle, 

every process writes to its own pages and also finds them in its own physical 

memory. These benefits have been presented in a paper by Thorsten Hoefler et al. 

on the use of MPI shared memory routines: 

Torsten Hoefler, James Dinan, Darius Buntinas, Pavan Balaji, Brian Barrett, Ron 

Brightwell, William Gropp, Vivek Kale, Rajeev Thakur: MPI + MPI: a new hybrid 

approach to parallel programming with MPI plus shared memory. 

http://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007%2Fs00607-013-0324-2.pdf 

 

Figure: Courtesy of Torsten Hoefler 

 

http://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007%2Fs00607-013-0324-2.pdf
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Step 3.11 Allocation of non-contiguous shared memory  

To allocate non-contiguous shared memory, you first have to create an info handle 

and fill in the string value “true” for the key with string "alloc_shared_noncontig“. 

When you allocate your shared memory with this info handle, the shared memory 

windows of each process are not bound together to a long array.  

 

A non-contiguous shared memory window is created by defining the right info handle. 

First you have to [1] create a handle variable, [2] then obtain the handle with 

MPI_Info_create, [3] and after that write a value into this info handle which is always 

a [4] pair of a keyword and [5] a value. The keyword here must be the string 

"alloc_shared_noncontig" and the value must be the string "true", because these 

values are always strings. Finally, [6] the MPI_Win_allocate_shared is called exactly 

with this [7] info handle. 

The problem we face now is that none of the processes know how to access the 

memories of the other processes. Each only has a pointer to its own memory and the 

use of address calculations from contiguous shared memory access doesn't work 

anymore here: a process cannot directly calculate the base pointers of the other 

processes.  

 

Step 3.12 Neighbor access through MPI_WIN_SHARED_QUERY 

You need this method for non-contiguous shared memory, but also for all processes 

with a zero byte window portion, because if a process specifies in 

MPI_Win_allocate_shared a zero byte window length, then no base pointer is 

MPI_Aint /*IN*/ local_window_count; double /*OUT*/  *base_ptr;  

disp_unit = sizeof(double);  /* shared memory should contain doubles */ 

MPI_Info  info_noncontig;   

MPI_Info_create (&info_noncontig); 

MPI_Info_set (info_noncontig,    "alloc_shared_noncontig",    "true"); 

MPI_Win_allocate_shared (local_window_count*disp_unit,  disp_unit,    info_noncontig, 
                                                   comm_sm,  &base_ptr,  &win_sm );  

    0     1     2     3      
    my_rank_sm 

    0     1     2     3      
    my_rank_sm 

    0     1     2     3      
     my_rank_sm 

    0     1     2     3      
     my_rank_sm 

… 

MPI process 
Sub-
communicator 
for one SMP node 

local_window_count 
doubles 

base_ptr 

Non-contiguous shared memory window within each SMP node 

Non-contiguous shared memory allocation 

©2020, Rolf Rabenseifner (HLRS) 

[1] 

[2] 

[3] 

[6] 

[4] [5] 

[7] 
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returned. This means in both cases the base pointer address of the window portions 

of any other process must be retrieved with MPI_Win_shared_query.  

 

For the calculation of the base pointers we need [1] MPI_Win_shared_query. With 

this routine, it is possible to obtain the base pointer [2] from any process.  

Also in cases where one process gets the whole window and the others have 

nothing, the other processes can get the base pointer with MPI_Win_shared_query 

and rank 0 as input. With this, the exact base pointer of process 0 is returned. This 

means that the return value is a pointer to the same element to which the pointer of 

process 0 points, so that the virtual address will be calculated conveniently for each 

remote process. For example, if the pointer from process 0 points to a location in the 

memory via the virtual address 70,000, another process might get the virtual address 

30,000, but both values in both processes would point exactly to the same location in 

process 0. 

In this example, each process needs to access the window portions adjacent to its 

left and right. Therefore, with [3] my_rank_sm-1 and [4] +1 as input rank, this routine 

returns the size and displacement unit to its left and right neighbors’ window portion 

in bytes, and [5] the base pointer to its left and [6] right window portions. In order to 

access the last element of the portion to the left you can calculate the number of 

elements of a window portion with this [7] division, and then use -1 to access the last 

element, whereas in the right process [8] we need to access the first element.   

 

if (my_rank_sm > 0)  MPI_Win_shared_query (win_sm,    my_rank_sm – 1,  
                   &win_size_left,     &disp_unit_left,      &base_ptr_left); 

if (my_rank_sm < size_sm-1) MPI_Win_shared_query (win_sm,    my_rank_sm + 1,  
                   &win_size_right,  &disp_unit_right,    &base_ptr_right); 

… 

MPI_Win_fence (0, win_sm);  /* local stores are finished, remote load epoch can start */ 

if (my_rank_sm > 0) printf("left neighbor’s rightmost value = %lf \n",  
              base_ptr_left[     win_size_left/disp_unit_left – 1 ] ); 

if (my_rank_sm < size_sm-1) printf("right neighbor’s leftmost value = %lf \n", 
              base_ptr_right[     0 ] ); 

base_ptr_left base_ptr_right 

Thanks to Steffen Weise (TU Freiberg) for testing and correcting the example codes. 

Non-contiguous shared memory: 

 Neighbor access through MPI_WIN_SHARED_QUERY 

©2020, Rolf Rabenseifner (HLRS) 

• Each process can retrieve each neighbor’s base_ptr  
with calls to    MPI_WIN_SHARED_QUERY 

• Example: only pointers to the window memory 
of the left & right neighbor 

[1] 

[2] 

[3] 

[6] 
[4] 

[5] 

[7] 

[8] 
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Step 3.13 Discussion: All processes should have “same” base pointer 

You already may have learned enough to find several methods for the following 

problem: 

 You want to have a contiguous shared memory accessible by all your 

processes of your shared memory island, and 

 you want to retrieve a buffer pointer in all processes that points to the 

beginning of this contiguous array of the shared memory window portions, and 

 each process should get to know the size of the whole array (which in Fortran 

should also be used for the mapping of the C pointer to a Fortran pointer with 

a correct shape). 

 Additional question: Why did I write “same” in apostrophes in the title of this 

discussion step? 

Please discuss with your fellow learners some methods you can use to resolve this 

problem. 

Step 3.14 Splitting into smaller shared memory islands  

How can we split our islands into smaller islands? For example, if your shared 

memory island is a ccNUMA node, how can you split it into smaller communicators, 

so that they represent the different sockets or NUMA domains of such a ccNUMA 

node.  

 

    0     1     2     3        4     5     6     7       8     9   10   11     12   13   14   15     …  comm_all 

    0     1     2     3      
      comm_sm 

    0     1     2     3      
      comm_sm 

    0     1     2     3      
      comm_sm 

    0     1     2     3      
      comm_sm 

    0     1     2     3      
      comm_sm 

comm_sm_large, 
e.g., one ccNUMA node 

MPI_Comm_split_type (comm_all, MPI_COMM_TYPE_SHARED, 0, MPI_INFO_NULL, &comm_sm_large);  
MPI_Comm_rank (comm_sm_large, &my_rank_sm_large); MPI_Comm_size (comm_sm_large, &size_sm_large); 

MPI_Comm_split (comm_sm_large,     /*color*/ my_rank_sm_large /     size_sm,  0, &comm_sm); 

MPI_Win_allocate_shared (…, comm_sm, …); 

• Most MPI libraries have an non-standardized method to split a communicator into  
NUMA nodes (e.g., sockets): 

– OpenMPI: choose split_type as OMPI_COMM_TYPE_NUMA 

– HPE: MPI_Info_create (&info);   MPI_Info_set(info, "shmem_topo", "numa"); // or "socket" 
 MPI_Comm_split_type(comm_all, MPI_COMM_TYPE_SHARED, 0, info, &comm_sm); 

– mpich: split_type=MPIX_COMM_TYPE_NEIGHBORHOOD, info_key= "SHMEM_INFO_KEY“ and  
 value= "machine", "socket", "package", "numa", "core", "hwthread", "pu", "l1cache", ..., or "l5cache" 

• Two additional standardized split types: ○      MPI_COMM_TYPE_HW_GUIDED  and 

  ○      MPI_COMM_TYPE_HW_UNGUIDED 

• Subsets of shared memory nodes, e.g., one comm_sm on each socket with 
size_sm cores  (requires also     sequential ranks in comm_all for each socket!) 

New in MPI-4.0 

or (size_sm_large/      number_of_sockets) here 2 

©2020, Rolf Rabenseifner (HLRS) 

Splitting into smaller shared memory islands, 
e.g., NUMA nodes or sockets 
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Here we want to split a given communicator into subcommunicators, in which all 

processes belong to [1] one NUMA domain or socket. 

Achieving this in a standardized way with an MPI-3.1 library is neither perfect nor 

straightforward. First you have to [2] split the original communicator comm_all into 

shared memory islands, [3] which are typically the ccNUMA nodes. Then you can [4] 

split each island into smaller subsets of processes. If you know that each of these 

islands, this means each ccNUMA node, consists of two CPUs or two NUMA 

domains, and you know that the [5] rank order in the original communicator comm_all 

was sequential, then you can use the normal MPI_Comm_split with the [6] color 

calculated as you see here. However, [7] size_sm or [8] number_of_sockets must 

come from the outside, as they are not returned by any MPI routine. 

There are other methods to obtain the desired split that use MPI_Comm_split_type, 

but these are not standardized: 

 With [9] OpenMPI, the split_type OMP_COMM_TYPE_NUMA splits your 

comm_all directly into the comm_sm subcommunicators.  

 With [10] HPE’s MPI, first you have to create an info handle with the key 

"shmem_topo" and, for example, the value "numa". Then you may use the 

normal procedure call MPI_Comm_split_type together with this info handle. 

 With [11] mpich, you have to do the same, but with a non-standardized 

split_type constant, a different info_key and a larger set of possible values. 

 For further details, see the link below in this article. 

With MPI-4.0, two new standardized split_types will come:  

 With [12] MPI_COMM_TYPE_HW_GUIDED and the standardized info_key 

"mpi_hw_resource_type" together with non-standardized values like 

"NUMANode", comm_all will be split directly into its NUMA domains.  

 We can also use [13] MPI_COMM_TYPE_HW_UNGUIDED. To achieve our 

goal, we would first split into the ccNUMA nodes using 

MPI_COMM_TYPE_SHARED and then call MPI_Comm_split_type again with 

this UNGUIDED split_type to split the comm_sm_large into the next level, 

which would normally be the NUMA domains. 

______________ 

For further information on split types, see 

Current support for split types in MPI implementations or MPI based libraries. 

( https://github.com/mpiwg-hw-topology/hw-topology-issues/wiki/Current-support-for-

split-types-in-MPI-implementations-or-MPI-based-libraries ) 

  

https://github.com/mpiwg-hw-topology/hw-topology-issues/wiki/Current-support-for-split-types-in-MPI-implementations-or-MPI-based-libraries
https://github.com/mpiwg-hw-topology/hw-topology-issues/wiki/Current-support-for-split-types-in-MPI-implementations-or-MPI-based-libraries
https://github.com/mpiwg-hw-topology/hw-topology-issues/wiki/Current-support-for-split-types-in-MPI-implementations-or-MPI-based-libraries
https://github.com/mpiwg-hw-topology/hw-topology-issues/wiki/Current-support-for-split-types-in-MPI-implementations-or-MPI-based-libraries
https://github.com/mpiwg-hw-topology/hw-topology-issues/wiki/Current-support-for-split-types-in-MPI-implementations-or-MPI-based-libraries
https://github.com/mpiwg-hw-topology/hw-topology-issues/wiki/Current-support-for-split-types-in-MPI-implementations-or-MPI-based-libraries
https://github.com/mpiwg-hw-topology/hw-topology-issues/wiki/Current-support-for-split-types-in-MPI-implementations-or-MPI-based-libraries
https://github.com/mpiwg-hw-topology/hw-topology-issues/wiki/Current-support-for-split-types-in-MPI-implementations-or-MPI-based-libraries
https://github.com/mpiwg-hw-topology/hw-topology-issues/wiki/Current-support-for-split-types-in-MPI-implementations-or-MPI-based-libraries
https://github.com/mpiwg-hw-topology/hw-topology-issues/wiki/Current-support-for-split-types-in-MPI-implementations-or-MPI-based-libraries
https://github.com/mpiwg-hw-topology/hw-topology-issues/wiki/Current-support-for-split-types-in-MPI-implementations-or-MPI-based-libraries
https://github.com/mpiwg-hw-topology/hw-topology-issues/wiki/Current-support-for-split-types-in-MPI-implementations-or-MPI-based-libraries
https://github.com/mpiwg-hw-topology/hw-topology-issues/wiki/Current-support-for-split-types-in-MPI-implementations-or-MPI-based-libraries
https://github.com/mpiwg-hw-topology/hw-topology-issues/wiki/Current-support-for-split-types-in-MPI-implementations-or-MPI-based-libraries
https://github.com/mpiwg-hw-topology/hw-topology-issues/wiki/Current-support-for-split-types-in-MPI-implementations-or-MPI-based-libraries
https://github.com/mpiwg-hw-topology/hw-topology-issues/wiki/Current-support-for-split-types-in-MPI-implementations-or-MPI-based-libraries
https://github.com/mpiwg-hw-topology/hw-topology-issues/wiki/Current-support-for-split-types-in-MPI-implementations-or-MPI-based-libraries
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Restrictions for MPI shared memory 

MPI libraries may define some restrictions. For 

example, the maximum number of allowed 

communicator or file handles. Of course, such 

restrictions may also exist for the use of MPI shared 

memory. 

 

Step 3.15 Restrictions for MPI shared memory 

The following caution is discussed with members of the MPI forum:  

Caution: On some systems  

• the number of shared memory windows, and  

• the total size of shared memory windows 

may be limited. 

Some operating systems may provide options, e.g., 

• at job launch, or 

• MPI process start, 

to enlarge restricting defaults. 

In effect, the number of bytes you can get for shared memory windows and the 

number of shared memory windows you can get at all, can be limited. On some 

operating systems there are methods for you to extend these limitations.  

The first limitation you have is that the number of window handles is limited, for 

example, to around 2043. Despite this fact, in principle, every MPI library has a 

method to increase this number by an environment variable before you call mpirun. 

So, if you need 7.000 window handles this should be possible.  

The second limitation you have is that only a part of the memory may be available for 

shared memory:  

If MPI shared memory support is based on POSIX shared memory: 

• Shared memory windows are located in memory-mapped /dev/shm or 

/run/shm 

• Default:  25% or 50% of the physical memory,  

• Root may change size, e.g., with:  mount  -o  remount,size=6G  /dev/shm 

In most cases, if you have a POSIX shared memory system, your available shared 

memory is mapped to /dev/shm or /run/shm. A system administrator can change this 

size at any time with a remount. Typically, your administrator will give you 25 or 50% 

of the memory and the rest won't work. In current supercomputing system it may be 

possible to increase this percentage up to 90%. 
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Exercise & Discussion 

Based on the exercise in the second week, you will 

substitute the MPI_Put by a direct assignment to the 

shared memory window of a neighbor process.  

 

Step 3.16 Exercise: Shared memory halo ring communication 

We prepared a halo communication example communicating along a ring of 

processes. It is based on the exercise in Step 2.6 and presented in this video. 

 

Let’s start with the first shared memory exercise. This exercise is based on our 

original halo communication example. It sends the rank of all processes around a 

ring consisting of all processes. The send buffer is initialized in step 1 with my_rank.  

Steps 2 to 5 are done in a loop. If size is the number of processes, the loop is 

executed size times.  

Within the loop body, each process sends the data in the send buffer to its “myrank + 

1” neighbor. There the data is received into the receive buffer. These receive buffers 

can stand for halo cells in real applications. This exercise uses a nice gimmick, which 

you won’t find in real applications: We use the received data to overwrite the send 

buffer in step 4 and to sum it up in step 5. 

A set of processes are arranged in a ring. 

       Each process stores its rank  
in MPI_COMM_WORLD into  
an integer variable snd_buf. 

      +       Each process passes  
this on to its neighbor on the right. 

       Preparation of next iteration. 

       Each processor calculates  
the sum of all values. 

Repeat “      -      ” with “size” iterations 
(size = number of processes), i.e., 

each process calculates sum of all ranks. 

snd_buf= 0 

rcv_buf= 0 

my_rank=0 

snd_buf= 2 

rcv_buf= 2 

my_rank=2 

snd_buf= 1 

rcv_buf= 1 

my_rank=1 

2 1 

4 

5 

The final figure shows the data 
at the end of all iterations. 

All ranks are going around the ring. 

2 5 

1 

2 3 

4 

5 

3 

Recap from MPI point-to-point communication: 
• This example is the basis for any halo communication: 

o snd_buf contains real data that is needed in a neighbor process, and  
o rcv_buf represents the halo cell for that data  

• Standard MPI_Send  can be implemented as synchronous or buffered send 
• Nonblocking methods prevent any deadlock and serialization 

©2020, Rolf Rabenseifner (HLRS) 

Exercise  —  Rotating information around a ring 

sum= 3     

sum= 3      sum= 3      
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In the next loop iteration, the ranks are sent to the next neighbor, and with all 

iterations together, all ranks go around the ring. Finally, all processes will have 

computed the sum of all data coming around. So all processes in step 5 calculate the 

sum of all ranks. So for 3 processes, 0+1+2 = 3, and for 5 processes, 0+1+2+3+4 = 

10, all processes calculate the sum and print it out. 

The final figure shows the data at the end of all the iterations. 

 

In our first solution, we use nonblocking point-to-point communication. Here we 

implement the send operation with a nonblocking MPI call. This prevents any 

serialization or deadlocks if the send operation uses a synchronous protocol instead 

of time-consuming buffering. The send operation, labeled step 2 here, is 

implemented with a nonblocking MPI_Isend along with the corresponding MPI_Wait. 

The receive operation, here marked as step 3, is programmed with a normal blocking 

MPI_Recv. Of course MPI_Recv must be called between MPI_Isend and MPI_Wait. 

With this triple of MPI_Isend, MPI_Recv, and MPI_Wait, all processes can 

communicate in parallel and without any serialization or deadlock. 

Take note that the calculation of the neighbor ranks dest and source can be done 

with this modulo. The whole program then contains no if(my_rank…) statements. 

That way we have a single program for all processes.  

This nonblocking point-to-point solution was the starting point for the one-sided 

communication exercise in the second week. 

Programmed with 
MPI Nonblocking Point-to-Point 

Communication. 
It was the base for the exercise in 

week 2. 

snd_buf 

rcv_buf 

my_rank 

sum 

2 

3 

1 

4 

snd_buf 

rcv_buf 

my_rank 

sum 

2 

3 

1 

4 

snd_buf 

rcv_buf 

my_rank 

sum 

2 

3 

.1. 

4 

5 

5 5 

Initialization: 
Within each loop iteration: 

Fortran: 
  dest = mod(my_rank+1,size) 
  source = mod(my_rank–1+size,size) 
C/C++: 
  dest = (my_rank+1) % size; 
  source = (my_rank–1+size) % size; 

Single 
Program 
!!! 

Single Program !!! 
no if(myrank…)-
statements !!! 

©2020, Rolf Rabenseifner (HLRS) 

Exercise: Halo communication in a ring with 
MPI nonblocking pt-to-pt communication 

1 

2 3 4 5 
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In that one-sided exercise, we replaced this combination of non-blocking send and 

receive with an MPI_Put surrounded by two MPI_Win_fence synchronizations. This 

can be seen in the next figure. 

 

 

 

We are still on a cluster. This means shared memory hardware is not required. 

Each process acts in two roles: 

 As a sender, which originally called the non-blocking send, and now as an 

origin process, which is [1] actively calling the RMA operation MPI_Put. 

 And as a receiver. But now that means as a target process, which owns the 

window. [2] In this case the original receive buffer. 

Now let’s take a look at the required procedure calls:  

 [3] The first MPI_Win_fence is needed [4] in the role of origin, to start an RMA 

epoch. This means the process is now allowed to start RMA calls like 

MPI_Put. 

In its role as target, it means as owner of the receive buffer, [5] the process 

tells the other processes, through this synchronization, that they are now 

allowed to store new data into the receive buffer. 

 [1] In the role as origin, each process then calls MPI_Put to put the local 

content [6] of the send buffer variable into [7] the target window on the 

destination process. 

Within each loop  
iteration: 

as window 

as window  as window 

snd_buf 

rcv_buf 

2 

3 

snd_buf 

rcv_buf 

2 

3 
snd_buf 

rcv_buf 

2 

3 

.2. 3 

to be substituted 
by 1-sided comm. 

From Week 1+2:   
One-sided  
Communication 

Solution with 
rcv_buf as window 

fence 
put 

  
  
  
  

fence 

fence 
put 

  
   
  
  

fence 

fence 
put 

  
   
  
  

fence 

want to start RMA  
& 

the rcv_buf can be used 
to receive data 

the one-sided 
communication is 

finished,  
rcv_buf is filled 

Exercise: Same ring communication with  
MPI one-sided communication 
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 [8] The second MPI_Win_fence is needed in its role as origin to complete the 

RMA epoch locally, that is to complete the non-blocking MPI_Put locally. 

And in its role as target, it has to wait until its own window is updated by [9] the 

MPI_Put here from the left process.  

 

This means that we replaced the triple of non-blocking send, blocking receive and 

MPI_Wait with the one-sided triple Win_fence, Put, Win_fence. Additionally, we had 

to declare our receive buffer as a window, for example with MPI_Win_create. 

 

In the next step, our processes should all be located on a shared memory node. 

Again, we want to program our ring communication pattern, but now inside a shared 

memory system. We want our window (that is, the receive buffers of our three 

processes) to be in shared memory, and we want to replace the one-sided MPI_Put 

communication by an appropriate assignment. 

 

 

 

As you can see, this is a relatively complex exercise, but with a surprisingly simple 

result. As we said, you start with the model we had at the end of the last figure with 

the receive buffer as a window. Now we combine [1] all the receive buffers together 

in a shared memory array, that is marked in green here. [2] This is the receive buffer 

of process rank 0, [3] this is the receive buffer of rank 1, and [4] those is the receive 

Initialization: 
Within each loop iteration: 

snd_buf 

my_rank 

sum 

.2. 

.1. 

.4. 

snd_buf 

my_rank 

sum 

.2. 

.1. 

.4. 

snd_buf 

my_rank 

sum 

.2. 

.1. 

.4. 

.1. 

.2. .3. .4. 

.5. 

.5. 

.5. 

to be substituted 
by 1-sided shared 
memory assignments 

Solution with shared memory 
my_rank==0 

my_rank==1 my_rank==2 

all windows in one long shared memory array *rcv_buf_ptr *rcv_buf_ptr *rcv_buf_ptr 

*(rcv_buf_ptr-1) *rcv_buf_ptr *(rcv_buf_ptr+1) 
of rank 1 

*rcv_buf_ptr *(rcv_buf_ptr+1) *(rcv_buf_ptr+2) 
of rank 0 

*(rcv_buf_ptr-2) *(rcv_buf_ptr-1) *rcv_buf_ptr 
of rank 2 

Each process’ rcv_buf_ptr 
points to a different 

element in the same 
physical shared memory 

MPI_Win_fence 

MPI_Win_fence 

MPI_Win_fence 

MPI_Win_fence 

MPI_Win_fence 

MPI_Win_fence 

Exercise: Same ring communication with assignments in an MPI 

shared memory 

©2020, Rolf Rabenseifner (HLRS) of rank 0 of rank 1 of rank 2 

.5. 

[1] [2] 

[9] 
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[11] 

[5] 
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[8] 
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[10] 

[6] 

[3] 

from rank 1  .3. 

from rank 2  .3. 

[14] 
. [13] 

from rank 0  .3. 
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buffer of rank 2. This array exists exactly once, but I also visualized it with lighter 

green in each process, for example, here [5] in the process 0. 

Where are the differences? The buffer pointer in each process points to a different 

element. It always points to [6] its own receive buffer, and [7] the element 

*(rcv_buff+1)  is the receive buffer of the process with rank = my_rank+1. 

This [8] send+receive or put operation means that I take the content of the [9] send 

buffer and write it into the [7] receive buffer from my right neighbor process. Finally, 

the only statement I need to make is simply to assign the send-buffer content to the 

receive-buffer pointer plus 1 dereferenced.  

The two [10,11] MPI_Win_fence statements are kept. The slight difference is that 

MPI_Put was a non-blocking procedure call and the second fence also had to wait 

until the put was completed locally. This means that the send buffer could not be 

modified between the start of MPI_Put and the subsequent MPI_Win_fence. Of 

course, the shared memory assignment is a blocking instruction, which means that 

immediately after the assignment, the send buffer can be used again for other 

purposes. 

To summarize: Instead of calling MPI_Put, now [7] the receive buffer pointer plus 1 

dereferenced here is assigned by [9] the send buffer content. 

There is still the problem of how to handle the round robin in the last process, [12] 

here process 2. [13] A receive buffer pointer plus 1 does not exist. Instead, you must 

use [14] the receive buffer pointer minus 2, or in general plus 1 minus the number of 

processes. Or the most simple way: use destination rank minus own rank, instead of 

+1. This is usually plus 1, but when it comes to the last position in the circle, it is just 

+1-size. So now our assignment is to the leftmost element of our array, which is 

exactly the receive buffer of process 0.  

This exercise adds an additional difficulty: Our one-sided exercise worked with the 

simplest window creation routine MPI_Win_create. For shared memory windows, we 

have to use MPI_Win_allocate_shared, which means that the memory can no longer 

be allocated by the application itself. That means we need to replace our normal 

receive buffer variable with a dereferenced pointer. So we’ll start this exercise with a 

one-sided version that already uses MPI_Win_allocate to allocate the receive buffer, 

so the receive buffer is already implemented with a pointer. 

In principle, that’s it. It looks complicated, but the solution is just a few lines of 

modified source code . 

_________________ 

The exercise is divided into the following four steps. They provide further information 

for this exercise and the solutions. 
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Step 3.17 First part of the exercise 

Task of this exercise:  

 Use  MPI/tasks/C/Ch11/ring-1sided-put-win-alloc-shared-skel.c 
or     MPI/tasks/F_30/Ch11/ring-1sided-put-win-alloc-shared-skel_30.f90 

 Task A:  Add MPI_Comm_split_type directly after MPI_Init. 
o From there, use comm_sm and, of course, also the variables for rank 

and size obtained from it (my_rank_sm and size_sm, respectively) 
o Don’t be confused if you are running this example on a shared memory 

system: 
In this case MPI_Comm_split_type will not split MPI_COMM_WORLD: 
it will return a copy of it instead. This is okay! 

 Task B:  Substitute MPI_Win_allocate  by  MPI_Win_allocate_shared 

o Please note that the receive buffer is already implemented as an array 
with one element. 

 Additional hints:  
o The skeletons are already prepared with 

 size_world  and my_rank_world for MPI_COMM_WORLD 

 size_sm  and my_rank_sm for comm_sm 

 print/write-statement that prints both my_ranks 

o Please do not modify the MPI_Put, because this will be done in the 
next step 

 Compare with the provided solution: 
o After you completely finished this exercise and it is running on your 

system, you should compare it with the provided solution and go to the 
next step and review the remarks on the solution. 

o Please do not look at the solution if you have not really completed 
the exercise yet. Otherwise, you will lose a significant portion of 
this week's learning. 
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Step 3.18 Solution of the first part of the exercise 

Solutions of this exercise in C and Fortran:  

  

 

 

  int my_rank_world, size_world; 
  int my_rank_sm,    size_sm; 
  MPI_Comm comm_sm; 
  int snd_buf; 
  int *rcv_buf_ptr; 
  MPI_Comm_split_type(MPI_COMM_WORLD, MPI_COMM_TYPE_SHARED, 0,  
                      MPI_INFO_NULL, &comm_sm); 
  MPI_Comm_rank(comm_sm, &my_rank_sm); 
  MPI_Comm_size(comm_sm, &size_sm); 
  if (my_rank_sm == 0) 
  { if (size_sm == size_world) 
    { printf("MPI_COMM_WORLD consists of only one shared memory region\n"); 
    }else 
    { printf("MPI_COMM_WORLD is split into 2 or more shared memory islands\n"); 
  } } 
  right = (my_rank_sm+1)         % size_sm; 
  left  = (my_rank_sm-1+size_sm) % size_sm; 
  MPI_Win_allocate_shared(sizeof(int), sizeof(int), MPI_INFO_NULL, 
                          comm_sm, &rcv_buf_ptr, &win); 
  snd_buf = my_rank_sm; 
  for( i = 0; i < size_sm; i++) 
  { 
    MPI_Win_fence(0, win); 
    MPI_Put(&snd_buf, 1, MPI_INT, right, (MPI_Aint) 0, 1, MPI_INT, win); 
    MPI_Win_fence(0, win); 
    snd_buf = *rcv_buf_ptr; 
    sum += *rcv_buf_ptr; 
  } 

MPI/tasks/C/Ch11/solutions/ring_1sided_put_win_alloc_shared.c 

©2020, Rolf Rabenseifner (HLRS) 

Ring with shared memory one-sided communication 
Part 1 – in C 

C 
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In both figures the solution is highlighted. As an additional remark, please note that 

the receive buffer is now an array with one element.   

 

Step 3.19 Second part of the exercise  

Task of this exercise: 

 Use  MPI/tasks/C/Ch11/ring-1sided-store-win-alloc-shared-skel.c 
or     MPI/tasks/F_30/Ch11/ring-1sided-store-win-alloc-shared-skel_30.f90 

 Substitute MPI_Put by a direct assignment  
of the value of snd_buf into the rcv_buf of the right (i.e. my_rank_sm+1) 
neighbor 

o *rcv_buf_ptr (in C) and rcv_buf(0) (in Fortran) is the local rcv_buf  
o The rcv_buf of the right neighbor can be accessed through the word-

offset “+1”: therefore, data can be stored in the right neighbor’s receive 
buffer with a direct assignment  
 In C:          *(rcv_buf_ptr+(offset)) = snd_buf  
 In Fortran: rcv_buf(0+(offset)) = snd_buf 

o In the ring, a word-offset with the value +1 should be expressed with 
(right – my_rank_sm),  
which is normally +1, except for the last process, where it is –size+1  

o Fortran:  
Be sure that that you include additional calls to MPI_F_SYNC_REG 

  USE mpi_f08 
  USE, INTRINSIC :: ISO_C_BINDING, ONLY : C_PTR, C_F_POINTER 
  INTEGER :: my_rank_world, size_world 
  INTEGER :: my_rank_sm,    size_sm 
  TYPE(MPI_Comm) :: comm_sm 
  INTEGER, ASYNCHRONOUS :: snd_buf 
  INTEGER, POINTER, ASYNCHRONOUS :: rcv_buf(:) ! "(:)" because it is an array 
  TYPE(C_PTR) :: ptr_rcv_buf 
  CALL MPI_Comm_split_type(MPI_COMM_WORLD, MPI_COMM_TYPE_SHARED, 0, & 
   &                       MPI_INFO_NULL, comm_sm) 
  CALL MPI_Comm_rank(comm_sm, my_rank_sm) 
  CALL MPI_Comm_size(comm_sm, size_sm) 
  IF (my_rank_sm == 0) THEN 
    IF (size_sm == size_world) THEN 
      write (*,*) 'comm_sm consists of only one shared memory region' 
    ELSE 
      write (*,*) 'comm_sm is split into 2 or more shared memory islands' 
    END IF 
  END IF 
  right = mod(my_rank_sm+1,         size_sm) 
  left  = mod(my_rank_sm-1+size_sm, size_sm) 
  CALL MPI_Win_allocate_shared(rcv_buf_size, disp_unit, MPI_INFO_NULL, & 
   &                           comm_sm, ptr_rcv_buf, win) 
  CALL C_F_POINTER(ptr_rcv_buf, rcv_buf, (/1/)) ! if rcv_buf is an array 
  rcv_buf(0:) => rcv_buf ! change lower bound to 0 
  snd_buf = my_rank_sm 
  DO i = 1, size_sm 
     snd_buf = rcv_buf(0) 
     sum = sum + rcv_buf(0) 

Fortran 
MPI/tasks/F_30/Ch11/solutions/ring_1sided_put_win_alloc_shared_30.f90 

©2020, Rolf Rabenseifner (HLRS) 

Ring with shared memory one-sided communication 
Part 1 – in Fortran 
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between both MPI_Win_fence and your direct assignment, i.e., directly 
before and after   rcv_buf(0+(offset)) = snd_buf. 
This prevents the compiler from moving the store to rcv_buf across the 
calls to MPI_Win_fence! 

 Problem with MPI-3.0 and MPI-3.1:  The role of assertions in RMA 
synchronization used for direct shared memory accesses (i.e., without RMA 
calls) is not clearly defined! This implies that MPI_Win_fence can be used, 
but only with assert = 0. (State March 01, 2015) 

 

Step 3.20 Solution of the second part of the exercise  

Solutions of this exercise in C and Fortran:  

 

 

 

And all fences without assertions (as long as not otherwise standardized): 

 
  MPI_Win_allocate_shared(sizeof(int), sizeof(int), MPI_INFO_NULL, 
                         comm_sm, &rcv_buf_ptr, &win); 
  sum = 0; 
  snd_buf = my_rank_sm; 
 
  for( i = 0; i < size_sm; i++) 
  { 
    MPI_Win_fence( /*workaround: no assertions:*/ 0, win); 
     // MPI_Put(&snd_buf, 1, MPI_INT, right, (MPI_Aint) 0, 1, MPI_INT, win); 
     // ... is substited by  
     //         (with offset "right-my_rank" to store into right neigbor's rcv_buf): 
    *(rcv_buf_ptr+(right-my_rank_sm)) = snd_buf; 

 
    MPI_Win_fence( /*workaround: no assertions:*/ 0, win); 

 
    snd_buf = *rcv_buf_ptr; 
    sum += *rcv_buf_ptr; 
  } 

 
  printf ("World: %i of %i \tcomm_sm: %i of %i \tSum = %i\n", 
          my_rank_world, size_world, my_rank_sm, size_sm, sum); 

 
  MPI_Win_free(&win); 

C 
MPI/tasks/C/Ch11/solutions/ring_1sided_store_win_alloc_shared.c 

©2020, Rolf Rabenseifner (HLRS) 
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Although the assignment statement does not look complicated, it takes some time to 

get used to program the original message transfer this way. 

 

Step 3.21 Discussion: Contiguous, NUMA domains, non-contiguous 

What are your ideas about the following questions? 

For which category of applications and hardware should I use which methods: 

 Contiguous versus non-contiguous shared memory? 

 The whole ccNUMA node versus only a NUMA domain? 

 Both questions are independent and therefore we have 2x2 ways to split 

communicator and allocate the shared memory. Which are the main 

advantages and disadvantages of these four cases? 

Please discuss with your fellow learners some methods to resolve this problem. 

 

  USE mpi_f08 
  USE, INTRINSIC :: ISO_C_BINDING, ONLY : C_PTR, C_F_POINTER 
  IMPLICIT NONE 
    
  INTEGER :: snd_buf ! no longer ASYNCHRONOUS, because no MPI_Put(snd_buf, ...) 
  INTEGER, POINTER, ASYNCHRONOUS :: rcv_buf(:) 
  TYPE(C_PTR) :: ptr_rcv_buf 
   
  sum = 0 
  snd_buf = my_rank_sm 
  DO i = 1, size_sm 
     IF (.NOT.MPI_ASYNC_PROTECTS_NONBLOCKING) CALL MPI_F_sync_reg(rcv_buf) 
     CALL MPI_WIN_FENCE(0, win)  ! Workaround: no assertions 
     IF (.NOT.MPI_ASYNC_PROTECTS_NONBLOCKING) CALL MPI_F_sync_reg(rcv_buf) 
     rcv_buf(0+(right-my_rank_sm)) = snd_buf 
     IF (.NOT.MPI_ASYNC_PROTECTS_NONBLOCKING) CALL MPI_F_sync_reg(rcv_buf) 
     CALL MPI_WIN_FENCE(0, win)  ! Workaround: no assertions 
     IF (.NOT.MPI_ASYNC_PROTECTS_NONBLOCKING) CALL MPI_F_sync_reg(rcv_buf) 
 !   IF (.NOT.MPI_ASYNC_PROTECTS_NONBLOCKING) CALL MPI_F_sync_reg(snd_buf) 

      
     snd_buf = rcv_buf(0) 
     sum = sum + rcv_buf(0) 
  END DO 
  WRITE(*,*) 'World:',  my_rank_world,' of ',size_world, & 
   &         'comm_sm:',my_rank_sm,   ' of ',size_sm,   '; Sum =', sum 

Fortran 
MPI/tasks/F_30/Ch11/solutions/ring_1sided_store_win_alloc_shared_30.f90 

Needed to 
prevent 
code 
movement 
of 
load/store 
to rcv_buf 
across the 
fences in 
current 
and next 
loop 
iteration. 

No longer needed, because the access to snd_buf is no 
longer a nonblocking MPI call. Now, it is a directly executed 
expression. 

New: 
Needed to 
prevent 
movement 
of 
rcv_buf(..) 
 =snd_buf 
across 
nearest 
fences 

©2020, Rolf Rabenseifner (HLRS) 
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Exercise & Discussion 
 

In this activity we recap what you have learned in week 

3. A quiz and a summary will wrap up this week. 

 

 

 

Step 3.22 Quiz 5 on the introduction to the MPI shared memory  

1. Before you call MPI_Win_allocate_shared, what should you do? 

o To call  

MPI_Comm_split(comm_old, /*color=*/ my_rank_in_comm_old, 

/*key=*/ 0, &comm_sm) 

o To call  

MPI_Comm_split_type(comm_old, MPI_COMM_TYPE_SHARED, 

/*key=*/ 0, &comm_sm)  

Answers: 

o Wrong, MPI_Comm_split(comm_old, /*color=*/ 

my_rank_in_comm_old, /*key=*/ 0, &comm_sm) would split 

comm_old into single-process communicators, i.e., copies of 

MPI_COMM_SELF 

o Correct, MPI_Comm_split_type(comm_old, 

MPI_COMM_TYPE_SHARED, /*key=*/ 0, &comm_sm)  

will guarantee that comm_sm contains only processes of the same 

shared memory island. 

2. If your communicator within your shared memory island consists of 12 MPI 

processes, and each process wants to get an own window with 10 doubles 

(each 8 bytes), which window size must you specify in 

MPI_Win_allocate_shared? 

o 8, 10, 12, 80, 96, 120, 960 bytes?   

Answers: 

o 8, 10, 12, ---, 96, 120, 960 bytes: wrong, try again 

o 80 bytes: Yes, 10 x 8 = 80 bytes 

3. If your communicator within your shared memory island consists of 12 MPI 

processes, and each process wants to get an own window with 10 doubles 
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(each 8 bytes, same as in previous question), how long is the totally 

allocated shared memory? 

o 8, 10, 12, 80, 96, 120, 960 bytes? 

Answers:   

o 8, 10, 12, 80, 96, 120, --- bytes: wrong, try again 

o 960 bytes: Yes 80 bytes x 12 processes = 960 bytes in total. 

4. The returned base_ptr (see previous question), will it be identical on all 12 

processes? 

o Yes or No 

Answers: 

o Yes: Wrong, because within each process, the base_ptr points to its 

own portion of the totally allocated shared memory 

o No: Correct, because within each process, the base_ptr points to its 

own portion of the totally allocated shared memory 

5. If all 12 processes want to have a pointer that points to the beginning of the 

totally allocated shared memory, which MPI procedure should you use and 

with which major argument? 

o MPI_Win_shared_query with rank = 0  

o Processes with rank=0 to numprocs-2 should call 

MPI_Win_allocate_shared with window size = 0 and only the last 

process (i.e., with rank=numprocs-1) should then specify as window 

size the total window size (e.g., 960 bytes if each process wants to 

have 10 doubles) 

o Answers: 

o Correct, provided that the process with rank 0 specified a window 

size > 0. 

o Wrong, because all processes that specify window size = 0, may 

return a null or undefined base_ptr. 

6. If you do this (see previous question), do these 12 pointers have identical 

values, i.e., are identical addresses? 

o Yes or No 

Answers: 
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o Yes: Wrong, because in a system with virtual page addresses, each 

MPI process may use another virtual page address for the same 

physical page address. 

o No: Correct, because in a system with virtual page addresses, each 

MPI process may use another virtual page address for the same 

physical page address. 

7. Which is the major method to store data from one process into the shared 

memory window portion of another process? 

o Calling MPI_Get 

o Calling MPI_Put 

o Normal assignments by C or Fortran 

Answers: 

o MPI_Get: Wrong, because this is definitely the wrong direction 

o MPI_Put: Wrong. Although it can be used, but a normal assignment 

should be significantly more efficient. 

o Normal assignments: Correct, a normal assignment (with C/C++ or 

Fortran) is the preferred way to store data into the shared memory. 

 

 

Step 3.23 Questions about Quiz 5 on the Introduction to the MPI shared memory  

Congratulations on completing the third week! 

 
Do you have any questions on the past quiz? Please discuss them here in the 
comments. 
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Step 3.24 Summary of Week 3  

This past week you learned the first steps to work with shared memory programming 

with MPI. Let’s have a look at what you have learned.  

It was primarily designed to save memory space in applications with replicated data. 

Another use case is to substitute communication between MPI processes by direct 

memory loads and stores, i.e., expressions and assignments in your programming 

language, but of course only between processes within the same shared memory 

node. 

You learnt how to split a given communicator (e.g., MPI_COMM_WORLD) into sub-

communicators with the processes of the shared memory nodes. 

Within these shared memory island communicators, you can then allocate a shared 
memory window, with all the target buffers from each process concatenated to one 
long physical shared memory array. All processes within such a shared memory 
island communicator can now directly access the whole array with normal load and 
store instructions. 
 

 

 

Week 4: MPI-3 Memory models and fast synchronization 

Options 

Memory models 

In this activity you will learn about the MPI memory 

models and we’ll take a closer look at the 

synchronizations. 

 

 

Step 4.1 Deeper insight into shared memory synchronization 

This chapter is motivated to a certain extent by the question “How can we achieve 

the lowest possible latencies?” As low latencies are a potentially essential feature for 

strong scaling, we need to exploit them as much as possible. 

In principle, as MPI provides us with a shared memory space, you may normally use 

only compiler-based loads and stores, and eventually the fastest of the so-called 

memory fences, e.g., C11 or C++11 memory fences. We will now have a closer look 

at what this means. 
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Step 4.2 Two memory models 

In principle, the MPI standard has two completely different memory models: separate 

and unified. 

It is possible to query for the attribute MPI_WIN_MODEL to allow applications to tune 

for cache-coherent architectures. These are the possible values of 

MPI_WIN_MODEL:  

• MPI_WIN_SEPARATE model on clusters  

                                         

The separate memory model is exactly what we needed for one-sided 

communication. If you store any data into a window, then you actually store 

the data into a private copy of the process (in other words, into the cache). 

Additionally, there is the public copy, which is actually your real memory. 

That’s where another process gets the data out with MPI_Get, e.g., from 

another node in the cluster. Exactly the same applies for Put: With Put you 

simply write into the memory. However, that doesn't mean that the process 

somehow notices it and consequently updates its cache, because we are on a 

cluster and don't have cache coherency here. Therefore, we have these 

synchronization routines which ensure that the public copy and the private 

copy update each other. 

• MPI_WIN_UNIFIED model on cache-coherent systems 

                                       

In the unified memory model, which is the memory model used for shared 

memory, this difference actually doesn't exist, because you have cache 

coherency. Nevertheless, this small figure we see here is a bit too 

abbreviated, so not really totally correct.   

 

get put,acc 

Process 

public copy 

load store 

private copy 

synchronization 

get put,acc 

Process 

private/public copy 

load store 
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Step 4.3 MPI_WIN_UNIFIED model 

Shared memory windows always use the MPI_WIN_UNIFIED model. 

In the unified memory model, we would actually have to continue to apply the upper 

image. But this synchronization is fast and completely automatic because of the 

cache coherence. 

                                                    

The MPI standard says that “Public and private copies are eventually synchronized 

without additional RMA calls”, so we do not need further synchronization calls. (MPI-

3.1, Section 11.4, page 435 lines 43-46) 

In contrast to the German word “eventuell”, the English word “eventually” means that 

it is guaranteed to happen. But we just don't know “when”. As a result, it will be 

updated automatically and this “when” can actually be delayed in a microsecond 

range. 

 For synchronization without delay: MPI_Win_sync()  

If you want an immediate update, then you have to use synchronization routines. One 

possibility is to use the pure local routine, MPI_Win_sync().  

(MPI-3.1 Section 11.7: “Advice to users. In the unified memory model…” on page 

456, and Section 11.8, Example 11.21 on pages 468-469) 

 Or you can use any other RMA synchronization: 

“A consistent view can be created in the unified memory model (see 

Section 11.4) by utilizing the window synchronization functions (see 

Section 11.5) or explicitly completing outstanding store accesses (e.g., 

by calling MPI_WIN_FLUSH).” 

(MPI-3.1, MPI_Win_allocate_shared, page 408,  lines 43-47)  

You can use any of the process-to-process synchronizations that you already know 

from one-sided communication.   

 

  

get put,acc 

Process 

public copy 

load store 

private copy 

synchronization 
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Step 4.4 What is the problem with "Eventually synchronized” 

Does "eventually" really pose a problem? 

 

 [1] X is supposed to be a shared variable initialized with a value of 0. Now [2] one 

MPI process simply [3] writes a 1 into the X and then [4] in some way tells the [5] 

other process: "I did it". After that, and the other process [6] reads the X and then 

does a [7] print, for example, then it can still be that this print statement simply [8] 

writes out a 0.   

In other words, you have tried to implement a time sequence before-after via this [9] 

Send-Receive. However, the time sequence in one processor [3] writing a 1 into 

variable X does not necessarily apply to the other processor, which [4] tries to read 

this 1 out of the variable X. In other words, it may be possible to simply read at an 

earlier time: according to the [5] second process, the value 1 is not stored in memory 

yet, while from the point of view of the [2] first process, it has long arrived to the 

memory. 

This happens simply because the memory access lines can have completely different 

speeds. The guaranteed correct execution in the time sequence only applies within a 

local execution stream, that is, within a core or a hyperthread. In that case, if you do 

statements like X equals 4 and then Y equals X squared, then it's guaranteed that the 

resulting Y is just 16. Nevertheless, here it is not guaranteed that there will be a 1 in 

X.   

 

X is a variable in a shared window initialized with 0. 

Process 
Rank 0 

X = 1 
  
MPI_Send(empty msg to rank 1) 

Process 
Rank 1 
   

   

   
MPI_Recv(from rank 0) 
  
printf …  X 

X can be still 0,  
because the “1” will eventually be visible to the other process, i.e., 
the “1” will be visible but maybe too late    

Or any other 
process-to-
process 
synchronization
, e.g., using 
also shared 
memory stores 
and loads 
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[9] 

[8] 
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Step 4.5 The solution - local memory fences 

Now, if you want a “1” to be printed, then you must insert a pair of local memory 

fences before and after the synchronization, respectively. This way everything is 

correct. 

 

These are the pairs of local memory fences that are needed. 

 

Step 4.6 How to make the local memory fence? 

What are the options to program these pairs of local memory fences? 

             
 

 C11 atomic_thread_fence(order) 

o In principle, you can use C11 atomic_thread_fence(). Actually, C11 
guarantees the operation of this routine only for multithreading. 
However, this is about hardware, so when you use this routine, a 
hardware instruction is issued and the hardware instruction doesn't care 
whether you have operating system threads or operating system 
processes. It should always work. 

X is a variable in a shared window initialized with 0. 

Process 
Rank 0 

X = 1 

  
MPI_Send(empty msg to rank 1) 

Process 
Rank 1 
  

  

   
MPI_Recv(from rank 0) 

  
printf … X 

local memory fence 

local memory fence 

©2020, Rolf Rabenseifner (HLRS) 

“eventually synchronized“  –  the Solution 

Now, it is guaranteed that  
the “1” in X is visible in this process 

   

X is a variable in a shared memory window initialized with 0. 
X = 1 
   
MPI_Send(empty msg to rank 1) 

  
 
MPI_Recv(from rank 0) 

  
printf … X 

local memory fence 

local memory fence 
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o Advantage:  
You can choose the appropriate order (memory_order_acquire or 
memory_order_release) to achieve minimal latencies. 

 MPI_Win_sync(win) 

o The second option is to call the MPI routine MPI_Win_sync. This also 
has the advantage that it works in C and in Fortran, and officially, also 
for MPI processes, i.e., not only for operating system threads. 

o Advantage: Also works for Fortran 

o Disadvantage: May be slower than C11 atomic_thread_fence with 
appropriate order 

 Using RMA synchronization procedures with integrated local memory 
fences instead of the synchronization with MPI communication as 
MPI_Send  MPI_Recv in the presented code 

o The third option is to substitute in the presented code this MPI_Send 
and MPI_Recv, which represents a synchronization. You just replace 
this with one-sided synchronization. On a shared memory window, all 
the one-sided synchronization routines must have these MPI_Win_sync 
or these local memory fences correctly built in.   

o Advantage: May prevent double fences 

o Disadvantage: The synchronization itself may be slower 

    

o This means that you can take MPI_Win_fence on both sides, for 

example, and then everything would work.  

In the next activity, we will see that you can use 5 different methods for such 

synchronizations.  

  

X is a variable in a shared memory window initialized with 0. X = 1 
MPI_Win_fence 

   
MPI_Win_fence 
printf … X 

Includes needed  
memory fence 

Includes needed 
memory fence 
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Shared memory synchronization rules 

In this activity, you will learn about several methods to 

synchronize accesses on a shared memory window 

and special guarantees.  

 

Step 4.7 The three shared memory read and write rules 

In this step, you will see that such synchronizations together with built in or explicit 

pair of local memory fences, there are three read and write rules provided. 

Let’s define the following symbol for a synchronization: 

 
 

Such synchronizations can be programmed using five different MPI RMA 

synchronizations. 

 

In principle, if you want to program a synchronization from process 0 to process 1 

there are 5 possibilities. 

The first is to use MPI_Win_post and MPI_Win_start, the second is 

MPI_Win_complete and MPI_Win_wait, the third option would be MPI_Win_fence 

(which is a synchronization in both directions), the fourth is to use a pair of 

MPI_Win_sync together with any other synchronization, and finally the fifth is to use 

MPI_Win_unlock and on the other side MPI_Win_lock, where you must guarantee 

that the lock comes after the unlock and not in the wrong order, as shown in the 

following figure:  

  

Process 0 

Sync-from 

Process 1 

Sync-to 

being MPI_Win_post
1)
 

or MPI_Win_complete
1)
 

or MPI_Win_fence
1)
 

or MPI_Win_sync 

 Any-process-sync
2)
 

 

or
3)

 MPI_Win_unlock
1)
 

MPI_Win_start
1)
 

MPI_Win_wait
1)
 

MPI_Win_fence
1)
 

  

Any-process-sync
2)

 
MPI_Win_sync 

MPI_Win_lock
1)
 

1)  
Must be paired according to the general one-sided synchronization rules.  

2)  
"Any-process-sync" may be done with methods from MPI 
(e.g. with sendrecv as in MPI-3.1 Example 11.21, but also with some synchronization 
through MPI shared memory loads and stores, e.g. with C++11 atomic loads and stores). 

3)  
No rule for MPI_Win_flush (according current forum discussion) 

Synchronizations 

and the lock on process 0 is granted first 
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If you do any of these 5 synchronizations, three rules are guaranteed: 

 

The first rule is the write-read rule: 

If you write a value val_1 into the variable A, then do one of the synchronizations and 

then load the variable A in the other process, you are guaranteed to load val_1. This 

is exactly what you need for our small example with the shared variable X.  

 

The second guaranteed rule is the read-write rule. This means that you load variable 

B in process 0, then you do the synchronization and finally you overwrite B in 

process 1.  

This overwriting of B by val_2 will not influence the loading of B before the 

synchronization, so you cannot accidentally load val_2 from B in process 0.   

 

The third rule is the write-write rule. If you write the variable C on both sides and then 

load the C again in process 1, then you are guaranteed to get val_4 and not val_3. 

In the next step, we will show an example of how you may really need these rules in 

your application. All these rules are important for correct shared memory 

programming. This example will show the write-read and the read-write rule together 

with any-process-synchronizations and pairs of MPI_Win_sync.  

 

  

Programming … 

A=val_1 
Sync-from 

  

   
Sync-to 
load(A) 

then it is guaranteed that … 

… the load(A) in P1 loads val_1 
(this is the write-read-rule) 

Programming … 

load(B) 
Sync-from 

  

   
Sync-to 
B=val_2 

then it is guaranteed that … 

… the load(B) in P0 is not affected by the store of val_2 in P1  
(read-write-rule)  

Programming … 

C=val_3 
Sync-from 

  

   
Sync-to 
C=val_4 
load(C) 

then it is guaranteed that … 

… that the load(C) in P1 loads val_4 
(write-write-rule) 
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Step 4.8 "Any-process-sync" & MPI_Win_sync on shared memory 

In this example, the communication is done with loads and stores within our shared 

memory window instead of the RMA MPI_Put and MPI_Get procedures. If the shared 

memory data transfer is done without RMA operation as here, then the 

synchronization can also be done by other methods. We’ll synchronize with empty 

messages instead of the RMA synchronization routines, i.e., with MPI_Send and 

MPI_Recv. In addition, this example illustrates the use and the need of the write and 

read rules. 

 

 

We actually get to the idea of using MPI send and receive for synchronization for 

performance reasons. Those functions are the ones that manufacturers optimize to 

the maximum, because if they want to sell their computers, the basic requested 

specifications are the MPI communication latency and bandwidth, thus these two 

values are strongly optimized.  

So this is what do we do in the example:  

 [1] X is a shared variable that is accessible in both processes. 

 [next Step] In the loop here, [2] a value is written into the variable X on one 
side. 

 [3] And then we just send an empty message via this send-recv to signal to 
the other process, indicating to it that there is now something new in X that 
can be used.  

 The other side now [4] reads X and does something with it.  

Process A Process B 
MPI_WIN_LOCK_ALL( MPI_WIN_LOCK_ALL( 
MPI_MODE_NOCHECK,win) MPI_MODE_NOCHECK,win)  
DO ... DO ... 
  X=... 

  MPI_F_SYNC_REG(X)
 1)

 
  MPI_Win_sync(win)     
  MPI_Send  
   MPI_Recv 
   MPI_Win_sync(win) 

   MPI_F_SYNC_REG(X) 
1)

 
   local_tmp = X 
   MPI_F_SYNC_REG(X)

 1) 
   MPI_Win_sync(win) 
   MPI_Send 

  MPI_Recv   print local_tmp 
  MPI_Win_sync(win) 
  MPI_F_SYNC_REG(X) 

1) 
  

1) 
Fortran only. 

END DO END DO 

MPI_WIN_UNLOCK_ALL(win) MPI_WIN_UNLOCK_ALL(win) 

Also needed to guarantee the read-write-rule 

Data exchange in this direction, 
therefore MPI_Win_sync is 
needed in both processes: 
Write-read-rule 

X is read out 

At begin of 
next iteration: 
Next write  
of X 

Message 
telling that 
X is filled 

Message telling 
that X is read out 
and can be refilled 

MPI_WIN_SYNC acts  
only locally as a  
processor-memory-fence. 

X is part of a 
shared memory 
window and should 
be the same 
memory location in 
both processes. 

For MPI_WIN_SYNC, a 
passive target epoch is 
established with 
MPI_WIN_LOCK_ALL. 

A new value is written in X 

Is missing in MPI-3.1,  
pages 468f, Exa. 11.21 
(i,.e., page 469, lines 31) 

©2020, Rolf Rabenseifner (HLRS) 

“Any-process-sync” & MPI_Win_sync on shared memory 

[1] 

[2] 

[9] 

[4] 

[11] 

[3] 

[5] [12] 

[8] 

[7] [10] 

[6] 
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 [5] After that, the other side sends back an empty message, which means that 

it’s a synchronization. With this it says “I have now read out the shared 

variable X, I give you the right to overwrite our shared variable with a new 

value.”  

 [6] Then the loop starts all over again, and here [7] the left process is now 

overwriting the X again, and so on.  

 [8] This is our data transfer, so up there [2,7] the write, and [4] down here the 

read. For the correct read, of course, we have to guarantee the write-read-

rule, and for that we need such a [9,10] pair of MPI_Win_sync.  

 The MPI_Win_sync is just this local processor memory fence.  

 [11] In order to have the right to use Win_sync, we have to do an 

MPI_Win_lock_all with MPI_MODE_NOCHECK on both sides. This is simply 

mandatory, as MPI_Win_sync may only be called in a lock environment. This 

lock with MPI_MODE_NOCHECK is equivalent to a no-operation statement, 

thus we should not have any additional slowdowns because of it.  

 Down there we also need this [12] pair of MPI_Win_sync to guarantee the 

read-write-rule. [4] Here we read X, and it is absolutely important that what we 

read here is not influenced by the later [7] write up here, which will take place 

again in the next iteration. 

 By the way, this second pair is missing in the corresponding example in the 

MPI standards 3.1 and 4.0. 

__________________ 

The whole program is also available as an exercise.  
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Step 4.9 Write-read-rule and read-write-rule 

In the end, you can imagine the MPI_Win_sync - that is, this memory fence - as a 

synchronization between memory and processor. 

 

[1] You store any data into shared memory, [2] then you do a memory processor 

synchronization and then you do signaling [3] over to the other process. After that, 

another [4] processor-to-memory synchronization and [5] then you can load from 

memory.  

  

•    Write-read-rule in general 

 Process a Process b 

 store data in shared memory 

 synchronize memory and 
 local processor (memory fence) 

 signal to the other process 
 that data is available 

         

  receive this process-to-process 
  signaling 

  synchronize local processor 
  and memory (memory fence) 

  load data from shared memory 

process-to- 
process 

memory-to- 
process 

process-to- 
memory 

•  Can be combined by 
   using RMA 
   synchronizations 
•  Can be separate by 
   using MPI_Win_sync or 
   C++11 memory fences 
   together with any 
   process-to-process 
   signaling 

©2020, Rolf Rabenseifner (HLRS) 

Shared memory synchronization summary (1/2) 

[1] 

[2] 

[4] 

[3] 

[5] 
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Read-write-rule: The memory fence is also needed when exposing a buffer. 

 

And the same in the opposite direction as well. 

 

Further rules / Benchmarks / Summary / 

Discussion / Quiz  

Let’s wrap up! 

 

Step 4.10 Race conditions 

These memory fences are one problematic area. Several other problems are directly 

related to shared memory. That means, for example, that you can program race 

conditions with MPI shared memory in a similar way as with OpenMP, but with the 

additional drawback that you may not have good tools to find your race conditions. 

Race conditions: 

• As with OpenMP or other shared memory programming models. 

• Data-Race:  

Two processes access the same shared variable and  

at least one process modifies the variable and  

•    Read-write-rule: Memory fence is also needed when exposing a buffer 

 Process a Process b 

  last read of data in shared mem 
  i.e., memory can now be 
  exposed to the other process 

  synchronize memory and 
  local processor (memory fence) 

  signal to the other process 
  that buffer is available 

 receive this process-to-process 
 signaling 

 synchronize local processor 
 and memory (memory fence) 

 process can now start to store 
 data into the shared memory 

process-to- 
process 

memory-to- 
process 

process-to- 
memory 

©2020, Rolf Rabenseifner (HLRS) 

Shared memory synchronization summary (2/2) 
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the accesses are concurrent, 

i.e., unsynchronized, i.e., without defining which access is first. 

• The outcome of a program depends on the detailed timing of the accesses. 

• This is often caused by  

– unintended access to the same variable, or 

– missing synchronization calls, or  

– missing memory fences. 

When we are using shared memory with MPI, we have the same rules as with 

OpenMP: you must not program race-conditions.  

We define a race-condition as a situation where two MPI processes access the same 

shared variable (or array or structure element), at least one process modifies the 

variable and the accesses are concurrent, which means unsynchronized. As a result, 

the outcome of a program depends on timing, i.e., which of the two accesses was 

earlier, which can be considered as the “winner or loser of the race” between the 

concurrent accesses. This situation can be caused by unintended access to the 

same variable, but in many occasions it is due to incorrect coordination of the 

accesses, caused by missing synchronization calls or missing memory fences. 

 

Step 4.11 Cache-line false-sharing 

With MPI shared memory you can experience the same problem of false-sharing of a 

cache line, as you may already know from OpenMP. 

 

 Several processes are 
accessing shared data 
through the same cache-line. 

 This cache-line has to be 
moved between these 
processes 
(cache coherence protocol). 

 This is very time-consuming. 

a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

CPU CPU 

Process a Process b 

cache-line 

memory 

a[0]++ 

0 0 1 0 0 0 

1 

a[1]++ 

1 0 

1 1 0 0 

1 1 0 0 

©2020, Rolf Rabenseifner (HLRS) 

Cache-line false-sharing 

As with OpenMP or any other shared memory programming models 

The cache-line is the smallest entity usually accessible in memory 

[1] 

[2] 

[9] 

[4] 

[3] 

[5] 

[8] 

[7] 

[6] 
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This situation is essentially the same for MPI as for shared memory programming, 

but with one very small difference: [1] there is no “thread a” and “thread b.” Here it is 

“process a” and “process b”.  

[2] Here, one process makes an a[0]++, [3] and each rectangle is an integer number 

and four rectangles together should be a cache line. The CPU reads one cache-line 

from memory [4] and adds one to a[0] and stores it back to the cache-line in the 

cache and in memory. 

[5] At the same time, the other process wants to make a[1]++. This isn’t a race-

condition because both processes access to different variables.  

[6] However, the cache line must be transferred from one side to the other. [7+8] This 
is the only way it works. This is the cache-coherence protocol, which means that 
there are [9] corresponding slowdowns. It was never really designed for performance.  
Of course, you may observe such performance issues here and correctness issues in 

the previous step when using MPI shared memory. 

 

Step 4.12 Benchmark results of MPI communication inside of SMP nodes 

Some time ago the team at HLRS made measurements of the communication speed 

within SMP nodes. These are not measurements on modern systems, but they 

illustrate some of the surprises that you may experience. 

 

High latency  
MPI_Win_fence 

Low latency pt-to-pt 
synchronization 
  

19 µs 

30 µs 

 2.9 µs 

 1.7 µs 
 2.8 µs 

 2.9 µs Latency 

On Cray XE6 Hermit at HLRS with aprun  –n 32  –d 1  –ss, best values out of 6 repetitions, modules PrgEnv-cray/4.1.40 and cray-mpich2/6.2.1 

Conclusion: Best latency and bandwidth with 
shared memory store together with point-

to-point synchronization 

Further opportunities by 
purely synchronizing with 

C++11 methods 

Medium bandwidth point-to- 
point and neighbor alltoall 

Low bandwidth with MPI_Put 

Example 1 

Example 2 

Example 3 

Example 4 

Example 4 

Example 1 

Example 2 

Example 3 

Example 1 

                    

Example 4 

High bandwidth direct 
shared memory store 

©2020, Rolf Rabenseifner (HLRS) 

MPI Communication inside of the SMP nodes: 
Benchmark results on a Cray XE6  –  

1-dim ring communication on 1 node with 32 cores 

[1] 
[3] 

[17] 

[9] 

[4] 

[11] 

[5] 

[14] 

[8] 

[7] 

[10] 

[6] 

[12] 

[2] 

[13] 

[15] 

[18] 

[16] 
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 [1] In example 1 at the top, the measurements were done with irecv-send and 

alternatively isend-recv, both in two directions. Therefore, all processes communicate 

in a ring to the right and to the left at the same time on a shared memory node. [2] 

The latencies were around 2 µ seconds. [3] In the graph, these are the dashed lines 

marked with triangles and circles. [4] For small messages (around 1024 bytes) [5] 

you can see a relatively high bandwidth, this means low latency, [] and a medium 

bandwidth for long messages larger than 1 MB. [6] For medium-size messages you 

see relatively high values, [7] which are due to a positive cache effect. 

The next example [8] is based on the exercise we did in the first two weeks: our ring 

communication with MPI_Put, which is expanded here into 2 directional rings and 

defined as a benchmark, so that different message lengths are tested through. On 

this system, the one-sided Put with MPI_Win_fence synchronization had 

catastrophic latency: you see it here on the bottom curve. [9,10] 20 µ seconds is ten 

times more latency, which is very poor. Amazingly, the bandwidth of MPI_Put was 

just as bad: [11] only half as much as with point-to-point communication. 

In the third test, [12] the data exchange was implemented with shared memory 

operations. This basically replaces a Put or a Send and Receive with a loop with 

assignments from the local send buffer to the receive buffer on the other side. The 

latencies are still terrible, because MPI_Win_fence is still used for synchronization, 

[13] however the bandwidth is now perfect. 

As a result, the question remains how to achieve perfect bandwidth together with 

perfect latency. That is exactly what we saw before: synchronization via send & 

receive but communication via shared memory. 

This is implemented in the [14] fourth example, which is the solid line with diamonds. 

[15,16] You see that it’s perfect: minimal latency and also relatively good cache 

behaviour, but still high bandwidth for large messages.  

 [17] Therefore, you see that the lowest latency and the optimal bandwidth is 

achieved with an exact combination of shared memory stores and point-to-point 

synchronization. [18] This point-to-point synchronization can even be improved by 

replacing the send-receive with a memory flag, for example by a flag variable that 

switches between the values 0 and 1. This modification does not change the 

bandwidth, but the latency can be reduced somewhat with this method, compared to 

example 4 where we were still in the latency range of 2.9 µ seconds. Additionally, the 

MPI_Win_sync memory fences can be substituted by C11 atomic_thread_fence. This 

possible additional optimization is not included in this diagram. 
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Step 4.13 MPI Shared Memory Summary 

What have we learned? The following list shows the essentials of shared memory 

windows:  

 Shared Memory was introduced in MPI-3. 

 MPI-3 shared memory can be used to significantly reduce the memory needs 

for replicated data. 

 It is an opportunity to omit unnecessary communication inside of shared 

memory or ccNUMA nodes. 

 Direct memory access may have the best bandwidth compared to other MPI 

communication methods. 

 Direct memory access can be combined with fast synchronization methods. 

 Which communication option is the fastest? 

 The MPI standard cannot answer this because: 

MPI targets portable and efficient message-passing programming 

but 

efficiency of MPI application-programming is not portable! 

MPI-3 shared memory has been around since MPI-3. It can be used to significantly 

reduce the memory requirements for replicated data, and it also allows to replace 

communication with direct accesses. 

We have seen that we have to be very careful with the latency, i.e., particularly with 

synchronizations, when it comes to performance. Not every synchronization performs 

as well as we would like. It is also very important to note that, no matter what you do, 

your decisions are not portable in the end. That is, if you repeat this benchmark 

exactly on a different platform, you will actually see different results. For example, if 

the MPI_Put has been extremely optimised on another system, then it may be better 

than Send-Recv. Also, you may see differences that show, for example, that MPI_Put 

has been optimised differently with respect to MPI_Get. 

 

 

 

Step 4.14 Discussion: Which communication option is the fastest? 

Your exercise directory also includes a set of small halo communication benchmark 

programs. You may use them on your cluster or on a shared memory node. Of 

course, the “store” benchmarks can be used only on shared memory nodes. 
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Note that for the C versions, you must use unlimit or ulimit –s 200000 in your shell 

before you start the executable with mpirun or mpiexec – or you just use the Fortran 

versions. 

Please discuss your results (which depend on your hardware, but also on MPI library 

and version) with your fellow learners. 

 

Step 4.15 Quiz 6 on the synchronization of MPI shared memory accesses  

 

1. Which MPI memory model applies to MPI shared memory? 

o MPI_WIN_SEPARATE 
 

       

ring.c 
         ring_1sided_get.c  &  ring_1sided_put.c    ring_1sided_exa2.c 
                                                                             ring_allreduce.c in Collective Communicat. 
   halo_isend_recv.c                                            derived_20.c     in Derived Datatypes 
     halo_irecv_send.c                                          topology_ring.c   in Virtual Topologies 
                         halo_neighbor_alltoall.c                ring_neighbor_alltoall.c    dito. 
        halo_1sided_put.c                                           ring_neighbor_alltoallw.c  dito. 
          halo_1sided_put_alloc_mem.c 
             halo_1sided_put_win_alloc.c              ring_1sided_put_win_alloc.c  
                halo_1sided_store_win_alloc_shared.c           ring_1sided_store_win_alloc_shared.c 
                     halo_1sided_store_win_alloc_shared_w-a-cray.c 
                  halo_1sided_store_win_alloc_shared_query.c 
                     halo_1sided_store_win_alloc_shared_query_w-a-cray.c 
                  halo_1sided_store_win_alloc_shared_pscw.c 
                  halo_1sided_store_win_alloc_shared_othersync.c     ring_1sided_store_ 

                                                                                                              win_alloc_shared_othersync.c 
                     halo_1sided_store_win_alloc_shared_signal.c            ring_1sided_store_ 

                                                                                                                     win_alloc_shared_signal.c 

Shared Memory, 
Week 3 

Shared Memory, 
Week 4/5 

Shared Memory, Week 4/5 

Shared Memory, 
Week 4 

See also HLRS online course recordings http://www.hlrs.de/training/par-prog-ws/   
  Practical  MPI31.tar.gz  MPI/tasks/*/halo-benchmarks/ 

In MPI/tasks/C/halo-benchmarks and  MPI/tasks/F_30/halo-benchmarks you find all halo_… 

Fortra
n 

C 

unlimit   or    
ulimit  -s  200000     
once before calling  mpirun 

C 

©2020, Rolf Rabenseifner (HLRS) 

One-sided communication, Week 2 

Summary of halo benchmark files (and some ring files) 

get put,acc 

Process 

public copy 

load store 

private copy 

synchronization 
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o  MPI_WIN_UNIFIED? 

      

Answers: 

o MPI_WIN_SEPARATE: Wrong. This is used for normal one-sided 
communication 

o MPI_WIN_UNIFIED: Correct. This is used for MPI shared memory. 

2. “Public and private copies . . . . synchronized without additional RMA calls.” 

o are immediately synchronized 

o are eventually synchronized 

o may be synchronized 

Answers: 

o immediately: Wrong, because there can be a significant delay. 

o eventually: Correct. There can be a significant delay, but it is 
guaranteed that the synchronization will take place without any 
additional instruction or library routine call. 

o May be: Wrong, because after some delay, it is guaranteed that the 
synchronization will be done. 

3. Which process-to-process synchronization methods can be used so that, e.g., 
a store to a shared memory variable becomes visible to another process 
(within the processes of the shared memory window)? (multiple options may 
be correct) 

A. Any MPI one-sided synchronization (e.g., MPI_Win_fence, 
…_post/start, …, …_lock/unlock)  

B. Any (MPI) synchronization together with a pair of MPI_Win_sync 

C. Any (MPI) synchronization together with a pair of C11 
atomic_thread_fence(order) 

D. Any MPI synchronization, e.g., with MPI_Send and MPI_Recv 

Answers: 

A. Correct, because all one-sided synchronization calls include the 
required local memory fences. 

B. Correct, provided the pair of MPI_Win_sync is correctly programmed. 

C. Correct, provided the pair of C11 fences is correctly programmed. 

D. Wrong, because the pair of local memory fences is missing. 

get put,acc 

Process 

private/public copy 

load store 
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4. The “write-read-rule” guarantees that a store becomes visible in another 
process after the synchronization. 
Which other two rules are implied by such synchronizations and what do they 
mean? 
Name of rule: …….. 
Meaning of this rule: 
Name of rule: 
Meaning of this rule: 

Answer:  
Please compare your answers with our answers: 

o Read-write-rule: a load (=read) in one process before the 
synchronization cannot be affected by a store (=write) in another 
process after the synchronization. 

o Write-write-rule: a store (=write) in one process before the 
synchronization cannot overwrite a store (=write) in another process 
after the synchronization. 

5. How can you define a race-condition and which problems arise from cache-
line false-sharing? 

o Two processes access the same shared variable and at least one 
process modifies the variable 
and the accesses are concurrent. 

o Significant performance problems if two or more processes  
often access different portions of the same cache-line. 
 

 

 

Step 4.16 Questions about Quiz 6 on the synchronization of MPI shared memory 

accesses  

Congratulations, you have completed the fourth week! 

 
Do you have any questions on the last quiz? Please discuss them here in the 
comments. 
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Step 4.17 Review about the course and additional information  

 
In this final step, we review the entire course. You will also receive information for 
further self-study. 
First of all - congratulations on completing the course! We hope that you enjoyed it. 
We started this course with a deep dive into MPI One-Sided Communication in the 
first 2 weeks. You can find a summary in step 2.7. 
In week 3, we started explaining the MPI Shared Memory model. A summary of what 
you learned can be found in step 3.24. 
In week 4, we took a closer look at the essentials of MPI Shared Memory. A detailed 
list of examples and background information can be found in steps 4.13 and 4.14. 
For further self-study, we recommend the current version of the MPI course at HLRS. 
It is a complete course from MPI for beginners to advanced chapters in High 
Performance Computing. In addition to the mostly self-explanatory slides, you will 
find many exercises and code snippets. 
Please check again if you have completed all steps (“Mark as complete”) before 
leaving this course. 
 

https://fs.hlrs.de/projects/par/mooc/mooc-2/mooc2-week1-2.pdf#page=43
https://www.hlrs.de/training/par-prog-ws/MPI-course-material
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